Außenansicht

The new Unimog
An investment in the future
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Further information is also available online: www.newunimog.com
Find out all about the new Unimog implement carrier now from your Unimog Dealer.
Your local Unimog Dealer will also be glad to tell you more about our attractive offers and services.

Innenansicht

More efficiency for your fleet.
Over 1000 uses. 365 days a year
What really pays off for Local Authorities is economic efficiency and environmental acceptability combined with high
performance. As a professional implement carrier for highway maintenance services, the new Unimog sets new
standards in all of these categories.
Innovative: The newly-designed traction drive allows the driver to change over between the infinitely variable traction drive up to
50 km/h (31 mp/h) and on-road driving up to 90 km/h (56 mp/h) while still moving.
Economic: The all-rounder for year-round use is able to deal with a great number of jobs which would normally need a whole
fleet of vehicles. Attached implements can be changed quickly and simply with its four attachment and mounting areas and quick
change system.
Environmentally acceptable: With its state of the art BlueEFFICIENCY Power drive technology, the new Unimog complies with
the emission standards for Euro VI, is environmently friendly and has low fuel consumption.
Top performance: The new Mercedes-Benz Common-Rail diesel engines with their high torque and power output up to
220 kW (299 hp), as well as the newly-designed hydraulics systems to provide even more power.
Safe: The Unimog does not make any compromises where safety is concerned with its Anti-Lock-Brake System (ABS) providing,
outstanding directional stability and precise steering; Its panoramic cab and short front end dimensions also provide the best
possible view of both working and driving areas.
Easy to operate: The new and intuitive controls are extremely ergonomic and simple to use – thanks to the multifunction steering
wheel, simple implement controls, e.g. with the new multifunction joystick, transferable steering VarioPilot® and much more.

